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0. INTRODUCTION 
The problem to find the minimal rank extensions of the lower triangular 
part of a finite rank matrix kernel appears in a natural way (see [3]) in the 
study of minimal representations of semi-separable integral operators or, 
equivalently, of minimal realizations of boundary value systems. In 
particular, one is interested in those kernels for which the minimal rank 
extension is unique. In this paper we give a full description of this class of 
so-called unique matrix kernels. We also define and characterize lower 
uniqueness for finite and semi-infinite block operator matrices. 
To state one of our main results, let k( t, s) be an m x n matrix kernel 
defined on the square [a, b] x [a, b]. Following [3] we say that k is lower 
separable if the lower triangular part k, of k, which is defined by 
kL,(t, 8) = k(t, s), a<s<t<b, 
admits a finite rank extension, i.e., there exists a finite rank matrix kernel h 
on [a, b] x [a, b] such that k, is the lower triangular part of h. Recall that 
for an m x n matrix kernel h on [a, fl] x [y, S] the rank of h (notation: 
rank h) is the rank of the corresponding integral operator 
(flf)(t) = j” h(t, 3) t-(s) & a d t < fi, a.e., 
v 
which has to be considered as an operator from L;[y, S] into Ly[a, j?]. By 
definition a minimal rank extension of kL is a finite rank extension h of k, 
with the extra property that among all finite rank extensions of k, the rank 
of h is as small as possible. The (lower triangular part of the) kernel k is 
said to be lower unique (see [ 3 3) if k, has precisely one minimal rank 
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extension. Note that lower separability of k implies that for each a < ;’ <h 
the restriction of k to the rectangle [y, h] x [a, y] is a finite rank kernel. 
We shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 0.1. Assume that k is a lower separable matrix kernel on 
[a, b] x [a, b]. Then k is lower unique ifand only iffor a < y < b the rank of 
the restricted kernel 
k,(t, s) = 46 s), y<t<b, a<s<y, (0.1) 
is independent of y. Furthermore, in that case the rank of the (unique) 
minimal rank extension of k, is precisely the integer r = rank k,. 
In this paper we also introduce the notion of lower uniqueness for finite 
and semi-infinite block operator matrices and we prove the analogs of 
Theorem 0.1 for these discrete cases. In fact, we derive Theorem 0.1 and its 
discrete analogs as corollaries of an abstract lower uniqueness theorem for 
operators acting between separable Hilbert spaces that are lower separable 
relative to chains of orthogonal projections (cf. [ 11). By allowing the 
chains to have jump discontinuities we cover in this way both the discrete 
case and continuous case in one statement. The proof goes by reduction to 
finite block operator matrices, and for the latter we give an explicit con- 
struction of the unique minimal rank extension. Throughout the paper we 
restrict the attention to extensions of lower triangular parts but with 
obvious modifications our theorems also apply to upper triangular parts. 
In Section 1 we state the abstract theorem about lower uniqueness. 
Section 2 contains some auxiliary results concerning minimal separable 
representations of finite rank operators, which we need in Section 3 to 
prove the abstract theorem. In Section 4 we prove Theorem 0.1. In 
Section 5 we state and prove the discrete analogs of Theorem 0.1. The last 
section concerns a problem in mathematical systems theory. Here we use 
Theorem 0.1 to derive necessary and sufficient conditions in order that a 
given impulse response matrix has up to similarity a unique minimal 
realization. 
Other applications of Theorem 0.1 and its discrete analogs concern per- 
manence properties of matrix kernels and block operators matrices. For 
example, if the lower triangular part of a difference kernel is lower unique, 
then its unique minimal rank extension is again a difference kernel. This 
and related results will appear in a future publication. 
1. THE ABSTRACT LOWER UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
Let Z and Y be separable Hilbert spaces over C, and let 9 and ;2 denote 
closed chains of orthogonal projections on Z and Y, respectively. Let 
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t + P, and t -+ Qt be parametrizations (see [4, Section V.l]) of 9 and 9, 
respectively, defined on a closed subset of [0, 1 ] such that P, = 0, Q. = 0, 
P,=I, and Q,=I,. Throughout this paper we assume that the 
parametrizations of B and 9 are defined on the same subset of [0, 1 J, 
which we shall denote by A. Note that we require that 0 and 1 belong to /i. 
For yeA we define y* :=sup{aEA(a<y} if y#O and 0* :=O. The points 
where y* #y correspond to the jumps in the chains. 
For a (bounded linear) operator T: Z -+ Y we define the operator 
T,:Z-+ Y by 
T, :=j (de) TP (1.1) 
Al 
provided the right-hand side exists. The operator T, will be called the 
lower part of T. The integral in (1.1) appears as the limit in the operator 
norm of Riemann-Stieltjes sums of the form 
S(Tt n)= i (Q,- Q,-,) T&i,, (1.2) 
j=1 
where rc = (aO, a,, . . . . a,, _ 1, a,) is a partition of LI (i.e., rc is a partition of 
[0, 1) and a,EA,j=O, . . . . n). In fact, formula (1.1) means that given E > 0 
there exists a partition n, of /i such that 
for all partitions n of ,4 such that rr, c 7~. Note that for a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator T, the operator TL is well defined and S(T, n) converges in 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm to T, (see [4, Sections 1.10 and 111.71; the proof 
given there can easily be adapted to the case of operators acting between 
different spaces). In particular, if T has finite rank, then TL exists. When 
both chains 9 and 9 are continuous, then the index set .4 is the full inter- 
val [0, l] and in (1.1) one may write n instead of A], which means that in 
(1.2) the operator P, may be replaced by P,, where tj is an arbitrary point 
in [ai-,, Uj]. 
An operator T: Z + Y is called lower separable (relative to the chains 9 
and 9) if T, is well defined and there exists a finite rank operator K: Z -+ Y 
such that K L = TL. In that case K is called a finite rank extension of TL. 
The lower order of a lower separable operator T is by definition the 
smallest possible rank of a finite rank extension of T,. In other words, the 
lower order I(T) of T is given by 
l(T) :=min{rank KI TL= KL}. (1.3) 
All K’s for which the minimum in (1.3) is attained are called minimal rank 
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elctensions of TL. If T, has an unique minimal rank extension, then T is 
called lower unique (relative to the chains 9 and 9). 
For a lower separable operator T: Z-+ Y the operator (I- Q,*) TP, has 
finite rank for ~7 > s. To see this, first note that for CJ, s E n 
(Z-Q,+) Tf’, = (I- Qo*) T,P, (a 2 s). (1.4) 
Indeed, if n is a partition of /i containing cr* and s, then it is easy to check 
that (Z-Q,*) S(T, n) P,7 = (I- QO*) TP,. From the latter identity and the 
definition of T, formula (1.4) follows directly. From formula (1.4) we now 
see that rank(Z- QO*) TP,s = rank(Z- Q,*) KP, < CC (CJ > s), whenever K is 
a finite rank extension of T,. It follows that rank(Z- Q,.) TP, 6 l(T) < CC 
for 0 > s. 
We now state the main theorem of this paper; the proof is in Section 3. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let T: Z -+ Y be lower separable. Then T is lower unique 
if and only if the operators 
(I- QYe) TP, (o<YE4y*Z l), (1.5) 
U-Q,) Tf’, (O<YEA, y# 1) (1.6) 
all have the same rank r, say. Furthermore, in that case the lower rank l(T) is 
equal to r. 
The condition that all operators in (1.5) and (1.6) have the same rank 
will be referred to as the “lower uniqueness condition.” 
2. MINIMAL SEPARABLE REPRESENTATIONS 
Let T: Z -+ Y be a operator with finite rank. A pair of operators {F, G ), 
where F: X + Y and G : Z + X, is called a separable representation of T if X 
is a finite dimensional inner product space and T= FG. The space X is 
called the internal space of the representation and its dimension the order 
(notation: ord{F, G}). Two separable representations (F,, G,}, {F,, G,} 
with internal spaces X, , X,, respectively, are called similar if there exists an 
invertible operator S: X, -+X, such that F, = F,S and G, = S-‘G,. Note 
that two similar representations have the same order. 
A separable representation {F, G} of T is called a minimal separable 
representation if among all separable representations of T the order of 
{F, G} is as small as possible. It is clear that any finite rank operator 
T: Z -+ Y has a (minimal) separable representation. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let T: Z + Y be an operator with finite rank, and let 
{F, G} be a separable representation of T. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) {F, G) is a minimal separable representation of P, 
(ii) the order of {F, G} is equal to the rank of T, 
(iii) F is injective and G is surjective. 
Proof The implication (iii) + (ii) is evident. To prove (ii) --f (i) note 
that the order of a separable representation is always greater than or equal 
to the rank of T. So when equality holds the separable representation must 
be minimal. 
Next we show (i) -+ (iii). It is easy to see that T can be written as 
T = F’G’ with F : X’ -+ Y an injective and G’ : Z + X’ a surjective operator. 
Take, for instance, X’=Im T, F:Y-+Y the inclusion and 
G = T: Z --+ Im T. So, dim X’ = rank T. Suppose that F: X + Y is not injec- 
tive, then dim X’ = rank T< rank F-C dim X. So (F, G} is not a minimal 
separable representation of T. In the same way the assumption that G is 
not surjective leads to a contradiction. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let T: Z + Y be an operator with $nite rank. If 
{F,, G,) and {F*, G21 are minimal separable representations of T, then they 
are similar. 
Proof. We have T= F, G, = F,G2 with F,, F2 injective and G,, G, 
surjective operators. Let G[-‘), G$-‘) be right inverses of Gi, G 
respectively, and let F’,-‘1, I;72-*) be left inverses of F,, F,, respectivel;: 
Define S:=G,G\-‘)=F$-‘)F, and T:=F’--‘)F,=G,G$-I). Then ST= 
FL-‘)F,G, G$-l)= Fi-l)FzG2G$-‘)= I. In the same way TS=Z. Further 
F, = F, S and G, = TG,, proving the proposition. g 
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
We prove the theorem in four lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let T, A: Z + Y be linear operators for which T, and A, 
are well defined. If there is a partition n = (a,,, a,, . . . . a,, > of A such that 
(I- Q,-,) TP,= (I- Qm,:,,) AC, (j = 1, . ..) n), 
then T, = A,. 
Proof. Let x’ be a partition of A which is finer than rc. It is easy to 
check that S( T, n’) = S(A, n’). Now, use the definition of the lower part 
and one sees that T, = A,. 4 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let T: Z + Y be lower separable, and assume that the 
operators 
(I- Qy*) TP; (O<yEA,j’*#l), 
(I- Q,) TP, (O<yEn,y#l) 
all have the same rank r, say. Then T, has a minimal rank extension with 
rank equal to r, and hence l(T) = r. 
Proof Basically the proof consists of two parts. First we show that we 
can reduce the chains 9 and 2 to finite chains and next we prove the 
theorem for finite chains. 
Let K be a finite rank extension of TL, and let {F, G> be a minimal 
separable representation of K with internal space X. Consider the maps 
n, : 2? + (0, 1, . . . . dim X}, n,: 9 -+ (0, 1, . . . . dim X} 
defined by 
n,(Q) := dim Ker(Z- Q)F, n,(P) := rank GP. (3.1) 
Note that n,, n, are monotonically increasing. Furthermore, n, is right 
continuous and n2 is left continuous. For instance, the right continuity of 
n, can be shown in the following way. Since t --+ Qr is continuous in the 
strong operator topology and F has finite rank, the map t + (I- Q,)F is 
continuous in the operator norm. Take SEA. Observe that (I- Q,)F is 
injective on [Ker(Z- Qs) F] I. So there exists t,,E A, to > s such that 
(I-Q,)F is injective on [Ker(Z-Q,)F]’ for s< t < to. It follows that 
nI(Ql)<nl(Qs) for s<t<t,. On the -other hand, we always have 
n,(Ql)>n,(QS) for t>s. Thus n,(Ql)=nl(Q,) for s<t<tto, which proves 
that n, is right continuous. 
Choose a partition rt = { CI~, . . . . a,} of A such that nl(Q) and n,(P) are 
constant on Q I,-, < Q < Q,, and P,,_, < P< P, (i= 1, . . . . p). First we shall 
show that 
rank(Z- Q,,_,) KP,= r (i = 1, . . . . p). (3.2) 
Take in { 1, . . . . p).Wechoosey,6~Asuchthata~-~<~<a,,a,-,,<6<a~, 
and 6 = y*. This is done as follows. If (aj- i, ai) n A = a, then take y = ai 
and 6=aiel. On the other hand, if (ai- i, a,) n A # 0, then take 
y E (ai- i, ai) n A arbitrary and put 6 = y* ( aaj- 1). For such a choice of y 
and 6 we have that rank(Z- Q,) FGP,=r. Further Ker(Z- Qa)F= 
Ker(Z- Q,,-,)F and Im GP, = Im GP,. Hence 
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=dimIm GP,-dim(Im GP,,nKer(l- Q,,-,)F) 
= dim Im GP, - dim(Im GP, n Ker(Z- Qa)F) 
= rank(Z- Q,) FGP, = r, 
proving (3.2). Note that so far we only used the first part of the 
assumptions. 
Define Zi:=Im(P,-P,+,)Z, Yi:=Im(Q,-Q,,-,) (i=l,..., p). Then 
Z=Z,@ ... @Z, and Y=Y,@ ... BY,. With respect to this decom- 
position we may write K= (Ku)&=,. Here K,=(Q,-Q,,_,)KI,,: Z,-+ Y, 
(i, j= 1 7 ..., p). For 1 d m < p and 1 6 n < p put Kc”‘, n, = (Kg):& m. j: I . From 
(3.2) and the second part of the assumptions we have that 
rank Kc”, m, = r, m = 1, . . . . p, (3.3) 
rank K(m-m-‘)=r, m = 2, . . . . p, (3.4) 
Next we prove that rank K,, = r. If p= 1,2 this follows directly from 
(3.3) and (3.4). So let p > 2. Suppose rank K,, cr. Let n be the smallest 
integer such that rank Kcpv n, = r. Then, because of (3.4) we may conclude 
that 1 < n < p - 1. Consider the following partitions: 
K’ n.n) - - Ktprl”-,j KB = Kc”,“-‘) KB 
C I[ 1 , P. n P. n 
where A and B are the appropriate operators. Formula (3.3) implies that 
rank 
A [ 1 K’P. n-l) = r = rank Kc”- *). 
It follows that Im Kpn c Im K(P*n- ‘), and so rank K(P.n- ‘)= 
rank[KcP. n - ‘)K,,] = rank K(P”) = r. This, however, contradicts the choice 
of n. 
Now we construct a finite rank extension of TL in the following way. 
Since 
rank Kpl < rank [ K,, . a . Kpi] 
< rank K’” i, < r = rank K,, , 
it follows that rank[K,, . . . Kpi] = rank Kc” ‘) (i = 1, . . . . p). Hence, there is an 
operator Si such that 
[K,, . . . K,,] = Si[ Kpl . . . Kpi] (i = 1, . . . . p). (3.5) 
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Now ,4 :=col(S,);= I row(K,;);= , is a finite rank extension of the lower 
part of K relative to the chains (Pg,, . . . . P+) and (Q,,, . . . . Qz, ). In 
particular, 
for i= 1, ,.., p. According to Lemma 3.1 this implies that A, = K, (where 
the lower parts are taken with respect to the original chains 9 and 2). 
Since KL = TL, it follows that A is a finite rank extension of TL. Further- 
more, rank A = r d 1( T). So A is a minimal rank extension of T, and 
I(T)=r. 1 
For the continuous case the next lemma is known (see [3, 
Theorem 3.21). 
LEMMA 3.3. If T: Z + Y has finite rank and 
rank(Z- QY*) TP, = rank T 
for all 0 < y E A, y* # 1, then T is lower unique and T is the unique minimal 
rank extensions of T,. 
Proof: Let A and A’ be minimal rank extension of T,, and let {F, G} 
and (F, G’) be minimal separable representations for A and A’, respec- 
tively. Put r = rank T. Our hypotheses imply that r = 1( T). In particular, 
rank A=rank A’=r. 
Take 0 < y E ,4, and assume that y* # 1. Put Tcy)= (I- Qy.) TP,. Note 
that 
T”“= (I- Qre) FGP, = (I- Qy*) FG’P, 
because of formula ( 1.4). Since rank 7’(Y) = r 
’ 
it follows that 
{(I- Qy*)F, GP,} and {(I- Q,.)F’, G’P,} are minimal separable represen- 
tations of py’. According to Proposition 2.2, this implies that 
(I- Qye) FS(y) = (I- Qy.) F’, S(y)-‘GP, = G’P, 
for some invertible S(y). Furthermore, we know that GP, and G’P, are 
surjective (Proposition 2.l(iii)). We shall prove that S(y) does not depend 
on the choice of y. 
Take y, > 0 and y2 > 0 in A. Assume that y, < yz and r: # 1 (and hence 
y: # 1). From y i -C y2 it follows that 
S(y,) - ‘GP,, = S(y,) - ‘GP,,, P,, = G’P,, P,, = G’P,, . 
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Thus (S(yJ’ - S(y,))‘) GP,, =O. But GP,, is surjective. Hence 
S(y,) = S(y,) and S := S(y) does not depend on y. 
We have now proved that 
(Z-Q,.) FS= (I- Qy.) F’, S- ‘GP, = G’P Y (O<y~/l,y*#l). (3.6) 
This implies that S-‘G = G’. For the case when 1* # 1 this is evident. 
Assume l* = 1. Then there exists a sequence y,, y2, . . . in n such that yn < 1 
(n = 1, 2, . ..) and yn T 1. But then 
S-‘G = lim S-‘GPyn= lim G’Pyn= G’. 
n-a n-m 
Next we prove that FS = F. Put o! := inf{y E /1( y > O}. Obviously, c(* = 0. If 
o! > 0, then (3.6) implies that FS = F’. Assume that c( = 0. Then there exists 
a sequence y i, y2, . . . in n such that yn > 0 (n = 1,2, . ..) and y, 10, which 
implies that 
FS= lim (I-Q,:)FS= lim (I-Q,;)F=F’. 
n+m n-m 
It is now clear that the representations {F, G} and (F’, G’} are similar. 
Hence A = A’, and it follows that T is lower unique. 1 
LEMMA 3.4. If T: Z -+ Y is lower unique, then the operators 
(I- Qc+, TP, (O<yE/l,ydaE/i,0*#1) (3.7) 
all have the same rank. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by contradiction. Suppose that there 
are yi, Q~E~ with O<y,foi, a*#1 (i=1,2) and a,Zo, such that 
rank (I- Q,;) TP,, # rank(l- Qb;) TP,,. Then rank(Z- Q,;) TP,, # 
rank(Z- Q,;) TP,, or rank(l- Q,;) TP,, # rank(Z- Q,;) TP,,. So without 
loss of generality we may assume that either cri = (r2 or y i = y2. We shall 
prove the theorem for the second possibility; for the first one the proof is 
similar. 
So let us assume that y, = y2 =: y and hence c2 < gl. Note that y < a:. 
Let A be a minimal rank extension of T,2. Now rank(l- Q,;) AP, < 
rank(1- Qg;) AP,. So, 
rank(l- Q,;) AP, <rank AP,. 
Put Zl=P,, &=(P,;-Py)Z, Z,=(Z-P,;)Z and Y1=Qy, Yz= 
(QO; - Q,) Y, Y, = (I- Qb;) Y. Note that Z, and Y, may be trivial spaces. 
In fact, this happens if and only if y = 0:. All other spaces are nonzero. 
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Writing A=(AV):,=I: Z,@Z,@Z,-, Y,@Y,@Y,, we have that 
rank A,, < rank(col(Afi,)j= ,). So there exists a (nonzero) vector 4 E Z, such 
that col(A,,)T= I 4 # 0 and A,, d = 0. Let $ be a nonzero vector in Z,, and 
define C: Z + Z by C$ := 4 and Co := 0 for v E M, where M is a closed 
linear subspace of Z with Z, @Z, c M and Z, c (II/} @M. Put 
A’ := A(Z+ C). Since Z+ C is invertible, rank A = rank A’. Furthermore 
(A’)L=AL (use Lemma 3.1 with the partition (0, y, a:, 1) or with 
(0, y = a:, l}) and thus (,4’)L = T,. So A’ is a minimal rank extension of 
T, which is different from A (because AC # 0). Contradiction. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Assume T is lower unique. The set of operators 
considered in (1.5) and (1.6) is a subset of the operators considered in (3.7). 
To see this, take a=y if O<y~/l and y*#l (case (1.5)) and take 
a=inf{a>y(ccE/i) if O<y~n and yfl (case (1.6)). Note that in the 
latter case q* = y # 1. So, we may apply Lemma 3.4 to show that the 
operators in (1.5) and (1.6) all have the same rank. 
Conversely, suppose that the operators in (1.5) and (1.6) all have the 
same rank r, say. Then by Lemma 3.2 the lower part TL has a finite rank 
extension A of rank r. From Lemma 3.3 and formula (1.4) we get that A is 
lower unique and 1(A) = r. Since A, = TL, it follows that T is lower unique 
and l(T)=r. 1 
Note that the lower uniqueness condition and the condition in 
Lemma 3.4 (i.e., the operators in (3.7) all have the same rank) are 
equivalent. 
4. THE CONTINUOUS CASE 
Proof of Theorem 0.1. Without loss of generality we may assume that 







Then 9 = {P, (0 < t < 1 } is a closed chain. Define 9 in L’;( [O, 11) 
analogously. Note that in this case /i = [0, l] and y* =y for each 
y E [0, 1). Let K and KY be the integral operators corresponding to the 
kernels k and k,, respectively. It is now easy to see that 
KY = (I- Q,) KP, = (I- Qy.) PK, (a < y <b). According to Theorem 1.1 
the operator K is lower unique if and only if for each a < y <b the rank of 
K, is independent of y. Since there is a l-l correspondence between an 
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integral operator and its kernel, Theorem 0.1 follows now directly from 
Theorem 1.1. 1 
The restrictions to matrix kernels in Theorem 0.1 is not essential. In fact, 
Theorem 0.1 also holds for a lower separable operator-valued kernel 
k(t, s): Z + Y, a < t Gb, a < s < b, where Z and Y are separable Hilbert 
spaces. 
Without the assumption that k is lower separable Theorem 0.1 does not 
hold true. In other words, the condition “rank k, is independent of y for 




Then rank k,= 1 for 0 < y < 1, but k is not lower separable. To see this, 
assume k is lower separable. Then, by Theorem 0.1, the lower triangular 
part k, of k has a finite rank extension h of rank 1. But the only possibility 
is h(t,s)=t- l/2 for 0 < t 6 1, 0 < s 6 1. This h, however, does not define a 
square integrable kernel. 
5. THE DISCRETE CASE 
Finite Operator Matrices 
Consider the operator matrix T = (T,): j= r. For each i and j the entry 
T, is a (bounded linear) operator acting from a separable Hilbert space Zj 
into a separable Hilbert space Y,. We say that T is lower separable if there 
exists an operator matrix A = (A ii); j= i : Z, @ . . . @ Z, + Y, 0 . . . 0 Y, 
such that rank A is finite and A, = T, (1 <j < i< n). In this case the 
operator A is called a finite rank extension of the lower part of T. A finite 
rank extension A of the lower part of T is called a minimal rank extension if 
among all finite rank extensions of the lower part of T the rank of A is as 
small as posssible. The lower order of a lower separable operator matrix is 
by definition the smallest possible rank of a finite rank extension of the 
lower part of T. The operator matrix T is called lower unique if the lower 
part of T has precisely one minimal rank extension. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let T= (T,)“, j= 1 be a lower separable operator matrix. 
Then T is lower unique if and if the following operator matrices 
(T,)i&,j21, m = 1, . . . . n, (5.1) 
(TV),&, ‘J’~z:, m = 2, . . . . n (5.2) 
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all have the same rank r, say. Futhermore, in that case the lower order oj T is 
equal to r and the unique minimal rank extension Qf the lower part qf T is the 
operator K := col(Si):= 1 row( T,,;);= , , where the operator Si is a solution of 
the equaton T,, = Sj T,,, (i = 1, . . . . n). 
ProqJ: Put Z=Z, 0 ... @Z,, and Y= Y,@ ... @ Y,,. Let P, be the 
projection of Z onto Z, @ . . . @ Z, along Z, + , 0 . 0 Z, (i = 0, . . . . n), and 
define Qi: Y -+ Y (i= 0, . . . . n) analogously. Note that 9 := {PI 1 i= 1, . . . . n) 
and 9 := {Qjli= 1, . . . . n} are finite (closed) chains of orthogonal projec- 
tions on Z and Y, respectively. The corresponding index set /1 is equal to 
(0, 1, . . . . H) (which can be inbedded in [0, 11 if necessary). The definition 
of lower uniqueness given in this subsection coincides with the definition of 
Section 1 provided the latter’is applied to the chains p and 9 introduced 
here. In other words, the operator matrix T= (T,);,= r is lower unique if 
and only if the operator T is lower unique relative to the chains ,9 and $. 
Furthermore, the operators in (5.1) and (5.2) correspond to the operators 
in (1 S) and (1.6), respectively. So Theorem 1.1 specified for the chains 9 
and 9 yields the first part of the theorem. 
Next, assume that T is lower unique, and let us construct the (unique) 
minimal rank extension of the lower part of T. From Lemma 3.4 it follows 
that rank T,, is equal to the rank of col( T,,):= , . This implies that there 
exist operators S, , . . . . S, such that T,, = S,T,, (i = 1, . . . . n). Let K be as in 
the theorem. We claim that K is the desired minimal rank extension of T. 
To see this, note that 
and thus (cf., the last part of the proof of Lemma 3.2) 
rank T,,, = rank 
L 
0 T,-S,T,,j 
Tm, 1 Trzj ’ j = 1, .,., i. 
It follows that S,[T,, ... Tni] = CT,, ... Tii] for i= 1, . . . . n. Hence rank K=r 
and K is a finite rank extension of the lower part of T. But then the lower 
order of T is equal to r and K is the minimal rank extension. fl 
Semi-infinite Operator Matrices 
Let T= (T,);= 1: f*(Z) + 12( Y) be a (bounded linear) operator. Here 
I,(Z) (resp. f2( Y)) stands for the space of all square summable sequences 
with elements in Z (resp. Y). The spaces Z and Y are given separable 
Hilbert spaces. An operator A = (AV)$.=, : I,(Z) + I,( Y) is called a finite 
rank extension of the lower part of T if A has finite rank and A, = TV for 
j< i. If the lower part of T has a finite rank extension, then T is called 
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lower separable. The terms minimal rank extension, lower order, and lower 
unique are defined in the same way as in the finite case. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let T= ( T,)GP,=, : l,(Z) + 12(Y) be lower separable. Then 
T is lower unique ij’ and only if the operators 
(Tg)iZp, j=P 1, p = 1, 2, . ..) (5.3) 
(T,)i=“,, TL:> p = 2, 3, . ..) (5.4) 
all have the same rank r, say. Furthermore, in that case the lower order of T 
is equal to r. 
Proof For i= 1,2, . . . put n, = 1 - l/i. Define P,,: I,(Z) + l,(Z) to be the 
orthogonal projection upon the first i- 1 coordinates (i= 1,2, . ..) and 
define Q,: l*(Y) + I,( Y) analogously. Put P, =I and Q, =I. Then 
9 := (PO, P,,,, Pz,,, ‘a.1 Pl} and 2 := {Qo, Ql,2, Qzi3, . . . . Q,} are closed 
chains. Note that with these choices of 9 and 9 the definitions of lower 
uniqueness in this subsection and in Section 1 coincide. Furthermore, the 
operators in (5.3) and (5.4) correspond to the operators in (1.5) and (1.6), 
respectively. So Theorem 5.2 is a particular case of Theorem 1.1. 1 
As in the continuous case the condition “the operators in (5.3) and (5.4) 
have the same rank” does not imply that T has a finite rank extension. 
Take, for instance, 
Then T is well defined since Cim_,, (i + 1 )/22’ < a. Assume its lower part has 
a finite rank extension. Then the lower order is 1 and for the minimal rank 
extension there is only one possibility, namely 
i 14  I  . s 51  . 1 7 s.  ... ..  ’ 1. 
But clearly this matrix does not define a bounded linear operator acting 
on 1,. 
In the discrete case the diagonal is included in the lower part. If we 
define the lower part of T without the diagonal, then the notion of lower 
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uniqueness is of no interest. In fact, in that case an operator is “lower 
unique” if and only if the lower part consists of zeros only. 
The problem to give an explicit expression for the unique minimal rank 
extension is solved here for finite block operator matrices. The problem 
remains open for semi-infinite block operator matrices and for the 
continuous case. 
6. CONNECTIONS WITH SYSTEMS THEORY 
In the language of systems theory Theorem 0.1 means the following. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let h(t, s), 0 $s < t Q r, be an impulse response matrix. 
Then a minimal realization of h is unique up to similarity if and only if for 
0 < y < z the kernels 
h,(t, s) = A((, s), y<t<r, o<s<:r 
all have the same (finite) rank r, say. Furthermore, in that case the state 
space dimension of a minimal of h is equal to r. 
First, let us explain the terminology. Consider the time variant causal 
system 
i(t) = A(t) x(t) + B(t) u(t), 0<?<7, 
O<t,<r, (6.1) 
Here A(t), B(t), and C(t) are matrices of size r x r, r x n, and m x r, respec- 
tively. We assume that A(t), as a function of t, is integrable on [O, r], and 
that B( .) and C( *) are square integrable. The matrix function A(. ) is called 
the main coefficient and the number r is called the state space dimension of 
the system. To simplify the notation we denote the system (6.1) by 
f3 = (A(t), B(t), C(t)). The impulse response matrix (see [S, Section 9.11) of 
the system 0 is given by 
h(t,s)=C(t) U(t) U(s)-%(s), O,<s<t<t, 
where U(t) is the fundamental operator of the system; i.e., U(t) is the 
unique solution of the matrix differential equation 
ir(t)=A(t) U(t), Oit<r, U(O)=I,. 
Here Z, denotes the identity matrix of order r. Obviously, the impulse 
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response matrix is the lower triangular part of a finite rank matrix kernel. 
The converse statement is also true (cf., [2, Section 1.41). 
A causal time-variant system 8 is said to be a realization of h if the 
impulse response matrix of 8 is equal to h, and 8 is called a minimal 
realization of h if 8 is a realization of h and among all realizations of h the 
state space dimension of 8 is as small as possible. Two realizations 
8 = (A(t), B(t), C(t)) and 8 = (a(f), B(t), c(t)) are said to be similar if there 
exists an absolutely continuous square matrix function S(.) such that s(t) 
is invertible for 0 d t < r and 
2(t) = S(t) A(t) S(t)-’ + S(t) S(t)-‘, 
B(t)=S(t)B(t), C(t) = C(t) s(t)-‘, 
almost everywhere on 0 ,< t < r. 
It is a classical result that for the time invariant case minimal realizations 
of the same impulse response matrix h are similar. For the time variant 
case this statement does not hold true. For instance, the systems 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1) and ~2=tO~x cl/z, 1~, xcli2, 1~) on the time interval LO, 11 
are minimal realizations of the same impulse response matrix, but 8i and 
8, are not similar. (Here xE is the function which takes the value 1 on E 
and zero elsewhere.) Theorem 6.1 gives the necessary and suficient 
conditions on h in order that a minimal realization of h is unique up to 
similarity. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let k be a finite rank extension of h. Thus (in the 
terminology of the Introduction) the lower part of k is h. Recall from [3] 
that a minimal realization of h is unique up to similarity if and only if k is 
lower unique. Thus the first part of Theorem 6.1 is an immediate corollary 
of Theorem 0.1. The second part of the theorem follows from the fact (see 
[3]) that the state space dimension of a minimal realization of h is equal to 
the rank of a minimal rank extension of kL( = h). According to Theorem 0.1 
the latter number is precisely r. 1 
With the results of Section 5 one can prove analogous minimality 
theorems for discrete time systems. Theorem 0.1 and its upper analog can 
also be used to answer the question of uniqueness up to similarity of 
SB-minimal realizations (see [3]) of integral operators with a semi- 
separable kernel. 
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Note added in proqf: The 2 x 2 matrix version of Theorem 5.1 with an unknown scalar 
entry in the right upper corner already appears in R. E. Kalman, Acta Polytechnica 
Scandinaaica Math. Compur. Sci. Ser. 31 (1979), 9-3 1. 
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